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February 15, 1979

Bridgewater State College

BSC Seeks Placement Director
by Sue Asci
The position of Placement
Director is presently not filled at
B.S.C. It is expected that by the
Spring there will be a Placement
Director to handle career
counseling.
"The Placement Director is a
person who will take over the
leadership function in developing
career· related activites. and
placemen~ service for undergradu-

ate and graduate students," said
Martha Jones, Associate Dean of
Students. "There is a need for a
person, one central source, whom
students can go to.
Presently, many people are
involved in career-related areas.
Students looking for counseling in
this area can go to Dean Jones,
faculty, the career exploration
center, and teacher education
students can QO to Professor Baker.
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C el·e.b·r·.ated
. ... .

by Jack Duncan
.Saturday . February 10th; an
important day for the SSC
community. Fiom 8:30 am··4:30 pm
there was a seminar entitled the
Anniversary of the Blizzard of 78..
q c9nference dedicated to the
lessons learned,' On. this day we
learned a lot of lessons. It was a
multi-group effort coordinated by
Doctors Maier and Stewart of the
Geography Department. There
were town officials from Duxbury,
Marshfield, Revere, Cohasset, Hull,
H

agencies such as the New England
River Basins Commission, National
Weather Service, Ma. Audubon
Society, Coastal Zone Management,
Ma. Disaster Recovery, Dept. .. of
Community Affairs, New Bedford
Gas and Electric, M.I. T. Sea Grant
Institute. Project Concern, t;\nd
Tufts University.
.
The seminar started off on an
informative foot by Prof. Blackford,
our resident meteorologist,. on the
reasons· for the 'freak' storm.
Considered .by some a N100· year
stQrm"'. After viewing "countless
sUdeson this. and past· storms we
proceeded into the .long range
responses to· the lessons learned
from the storm. A bill now in the
House of Representatives' (#8)
would provide three to three and
one half million dollars for the
purchase ·of .costal lands should the
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1n January, an adViSOry group
made
of student representatives,
f~clllty, and administrators did
interview a number of candidates.
Each made written comments on
each candidate and these
evaluations were sent to the
President," Dean Jones said. "The
President. felt we should re-open
applications and go through the
process again this spring .....
All positions dealing with review
for hiring are sent to the Central
e r S a r Y · O f f i c e in Boston. The evaluation
..
procedures which had been taken

• .

- ... ". .
owners want to sell. This. would
help residents who suffered total
losses.
The afternoon session featured a
panel discussion with town officials
of the effected towns. Each of these
officials gave a short presentation
on their personal". experiences,
thenel was opened to questions
from the group. One of the major
questionsraisedinthisquestionand
answer session was whether the
town should actually.· allow the
effected homeowners to rebuild arid

are th~n reviewed to make ~ure ~he
committee followed afflrmattve
action.
"We have to get clearance from
our Central Office before we can
actually re-open, Vice·President
Deep commented. "'We expect to
re-open the position soon and· then
we will advertyise again. Hopefully,
new qualified candidates will apply.'"
The money for the salary of this
position has not been set aside or
"'saved. This is because the payroll.
which is processed each month.. is
under one large account and is used
as needed.
"'The money is utilized in terms of
H

H

Associate Dean of Students Martha JoneS(PHOTO SV MICHAEL GARDNER)

We analyze the payroll each month.
The projections we make are
subject to variations (leaves of
absences, sickness, the. cost· of
collective bargaining. etc.),"
explained Professor. Chicarelli,
Vice-President Administration and
Finance. 'fOnce June 30th. we

If the position is filled by July,
money would be "mentally"
allocated or figured into the budget
for the next fiscal year.
"'The activities of the career
exploration center and teacher
preparation area will probably come
under this position,H Dean Jones

"~!~~~~~;~~:~e~~~~fu~0~~~~mre
The final session in the seminar
ended with a panel discussion on
where do we go from here?? A lot of
questions for future thought were
raised in this final discussion. Are we
Qverprotecting the' rights of coastal
residents? Should we as· a whole
continue to pay tor the rebuilding of
the coast? Are zoning laws
adequate?
All in all it was an extremely
enlightening seminar. We were
made more aware of the multitude
of problems that· have occured
because of the storm. In closing I
would· like to congradulate the
members of the Earth Sciences and
Geography Club for the visible
yeoman work performed. If this was
any indication of their work I'd
strongly consider attending the
upcoming ledure series.sponsored
by the club.

Certification Issues Discussed
by Peggy Faria
College, Leslie and Emerson
There was a meeting on February Colleges, and the University of
2, 1979 in the Student Union Massachusetts.
Demonstration Room to discuss the
The' problem at hand seemed
Massachusetts' Certification many·faceted yet the main
requirements.. There was quite a concern of t~ese professional
turn-out of professional people and pe.opie was fncreasi.ng·the.
a few interested
students;
.
.
requirements necessary. to teach
The meeeting lasted from. 3:30 children in the state 'of
p.m. until after 5:00 p~m. that Friday Massachusetts. "This increase may
night in spite of the effort to rush occur before you .know it. That
through the presentations. There means that the clas.ses of '81 and '8~
were many concerned educators may not be able to graduate with the
from various colleges including:
credits they have earned according
-Northeastern University, Stonehill .to the,pl'esent· code of

requirements.
De~pite the speakers'concerned
propositions for change in the
educational systeml the Board ad
Directors seemed to take the
matters in stride. and •put them
aside· until a later date.
'.. Same of thespecific.propos.itions
were in regardtoilie:i1,andicapped.
One sP'laker raised the question of
the withholding of a Massachusetts
teacher's certificate ':from a
handicapped person unaQleto
receive .credit in certain physical
(Cont. on pA)

$700 toReplaceMissingBQQks
[This is the second in. a series of increased tremendously during· the

articles on vandalism in college past year. This week I'd like to
cHscuss the e:}{Pense which
libraries...Ea.]
vandals cause here.at Bridgewater.
by Jim Calnan
in

Last semester· the Student
As reported last week vandalism
Government
increased
the Maxwell Libr

the library fee by $5.00; thus each to this problem is that of dis~.st~ PUQlic .Finance Project; 'fhe rich get
student pays $10.00 a semester . The Students who need these materials richer and . the. rest pay taxes.
reason for this increase was to buy are aware of the' problem aU a~e~ 1974; Nash, Bloodletters and
new books. According to Dr. that those who destroy: and steal badmen . .1973; Dunner,· Dictionary
McGowan, head librarian, a good these. volumes is .a 1ackofrllaturit¥ of politicalsGience 1964: Plano,
deal of that money has gone to the and common courtesy. for fellow Aroeriqmpolitical dictionQry.1976;
replacement books. This defeats students'" as on~.studentputit.T. US. Guide to Federal consumer
the purpose of adding books, says Michael Roberts6rt •. First Vice .SerVices~ 1971; Riemer, Barron's
Dr. McGowan. To replace many Presi~entof. the" S.G.A.,see.stne' f:fow to prepare for civil service
books the prices start anywhere problem is. a "thingofgreecL Some ex-oms. 1973; CQ,Ndtional Party
from $15.00 on up.
peopieare verYshQrt.si~hted·~
ConlJentiOns;i83i~i9-i2.i9i6; Nat'I
The· "following list ..of missing
result o(having beenbrousht up in !t\ Library of Canada, CheckJis.ts of
reference books could cost the
grade-competitive society..I
law reports .•.v.l, 1977; O'Donnell,
library around $700.00 to replace'.
thiS is the·· rootQf the. p!()blefu. It Preparation to score high on the .
As previously stated in last week's
bre~ds· selfishness.
law SAT. 1972;. Parlato, Superfilms.
article to replace missing pages or
1976; Turabian,Student'sguidefor
ruined pages could costanYWnere
writing college PClpers. 1969;
llEFERENCE BOOKS
around $5.00.. The book .must.be
Scholes Concise Oxford Dictionary
MISSING
tracked down to another college
of Music. 1%4; US Geological
copies made. Qf the missing pi;lge Qr
.t.ricyclopedia Americana 1978, v. Survey. Annual Report. Y. 24, pt.4,
pages and reprinteci. The cost of the 6; "Latham, Dictionary of names, 1901-02; American College
reprinting of these pages and l~:bor nicknames ... 1904; Lacey, Dictionary. 1969; Funkand
is very eKpefll:lWe. D~~ McGa.wan . Dictionary of philosophy Wagnalls Standard College
'stated that· there... are funds . which
1976; Mariner, Mass. retirement Dictionary. 1968; Gray's Anatomy.
help to payforth4Z repla~ement and,
plan.
1973; Angel,Why and how to 1973; Merck Manuafo{diagnosis &
books. Yet these funds are. not
prepare an efjectilJetilJe jqb resume. therapy. 1977; Hinsie, Psychiatric
"~nough ·to standalone, therefQre
1972; ." Jaquish t .. Personal rssume Dictionary. 1970; New" .Space
the library must use the student fee
preparation. 1968j Doris,Complete Ency<;lopedia. "1969.
money . to help pay for the$e
expenditures. The student reaction secretary's handbook. 1970; Mass.
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Editorials
I've been hearing quite a bit of criticism of The Comment lately. "Why
wasn't this article in?" "Why was this piece in?'" '"What happened to my
personal?'" 1 don't like the placement of articles.'" "There are too many
(or too few) personals." "There are too many grammatical mistakes....
"'There are too many typographical errors. "Too much advertising." .
1'he writing needs help.... Some of these points are valid. Valid or not, I
feel I must at least respond. to some of the most common complaints.
First, I'd like to discuss reasons why articles or classifieds might be left
out of the newspaper. Really, there are two possible reasons: that the
writer did not follow our rules or that there simply wasn't room in the
newspaper.
The following requirements must be met: the material must be in on
time: 12 noon on Mondays for cUI advertisemnts (including cJassifieds and
personals) and for announcements and 12 noon on Tuesday for articles.
letters and commentaries. All material must be signed: natM, address
and phone number . (This information won't be printed, except for a by·
line on an article or a signature on a letter, but we must have it for our
files.) In· addition 10 these rules. there are special· ones for c1assifieds:
. there is a limit Offifty words per ad and a limit of two ads per person. We
cross out extra words and throw away any classifieds outside the two per
person·limit. As 10 fitting the article into the paper, we work with a certain
number of pages- generally eight or twelve. On those pages, there is a
limited amount of space. We do print as much as we can and we try to
make the right decisions when we·h~ve to cut material. We generally
consider the immediacy of the materW first~-if,for example, it CDncem
an event occuring in three weeks. it can be held until the next issue.
Cutting material is a difficult procedure-:it's difficult to know if the right
decision is being make and there· will. always be someone who is
N

displesed.
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I'd like to remind those who have complained about layout,
typographphy. writing and copy editing that The Comment is working
with a very smaUstaff. We don't have enough writers or production
workers. Also. we are without a managing editor. The managing editor is
the second·in command·· sort of an assistant editor. Because of this lack,
the- editorial board members haVe been covering the job that a managing
System week. I am proud to have
,I
editor would be responsible. This puts considerable· pressure nn the
been involved with and contributed
editors in addition to the problems of each of the writers and production
to that worthwhile project which
workers. We're trying to work around these problems. If some mistakes
producedopenhouses,multi.media
get by us, we apologize and ask for your patience.
presentatiofls, bumper stickers,
rve tried r~ponding to complaints by ¥.king the complaining party
publications on the successful
why he or she doesn't join the paper in oider to help improve it. I've
status of M.S.C.S. graduates and
gotten the same response each time. ,'m too busy .... I realize that people
more at each of the ten State
have heavy course loads. or time consuming extra·curricular activities.
CoUegecampuses (earlier this fall).
.
1.
However, if just a few people would write occ~ional articles. the quality
oiThe Comment could be improved. ForeK~mple, how about letting us
know what's going on in ]lOur club, organization or department? The
to the otherst~te colleges,
Comment a student funded, student run organization. We need you
unive{sities and commumty
'.~.
help if we are to achieve our purpose: to keep the student OQdy informed
coUege~ I am continuou~y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.....
,;.,.,
.....
-__
...
______.............___________III!II!iIRo,........._ ....
(throu9hn~",~rts ~'~~t~d,Jt(), p~d~~,f9'(Q~, fQr .
\ . ~.~;~t""':eptmGrfttnroiilgh~Edifoocills,tettets lothe· Editor and many people have towards our
~ ·._.;.,\j~·~.·;1>.. ' .•.'.\I:.• '.' ,i".
Commentaries.) We can only achieve this with the support and aid of the
State ColIege System. Again, I
students.
apologize for m~ careless wording
KMT
and urge anyone, tncluding yourself
Barry, to join with me to continue to
uphold the outstanding education
we are receiving.
Lastly, now that the misunder·
standing has ben cleared, would you
phrase in a long article could have please reread my letter? I feel it
such an effect as to taint your views would be beneficial for you to
[In last week's Letters to the Editor so .intensely .that the point of the understand my oriffinal intent. and it
will be much easier to do so with an
column. we misspelled the name of issue was compietelyoverlooked.
open mind.
.
.
Although
I
do
riot
feel
that
The
one of· the· authors· of the "Thank
Thankyou for your concern,
You'" letter concerning the petition j Comment is the plate for me to
Kimberly A: Cleghorn
expiain
mypersonathi$tory,
I
felt
it
on federal spending. The name
should have been Richard Baker. was necessary for me to mention my
education in artapprec;iation solely
Sorry, Rick··Ed.]
to support .my pC!!lltion. My
(established 1927)'
arguement wquldnoH>e \!~rystron
if I could not appreciate the views of
Editor-in-Chief ............. ' ....~. :>;-. ':~ .;.;\ ~KarenTobin
those whom I was opposing.
Managing Editor '. ~.: ..... , .:" ..... ~, ....... .'. ~.~
As to the phrase "'... andaccepted
News Editor ............ -....••......• , ... ~. : ... Sll.e Asci
at some well-known art lnstitutions
Cultural Arts Editor ..... : .......~ ......... Karen DeWolf
in the U.S ..... " [Wot,lld like to say
Dear Sirs,
Sports
Editpr ............. ; ................. Danny Hall.
that one of them was Massachusetts
I am deeply concerned and
bear Ms. or Mr. BarryCrasen,
College of Art, which itSelf is a welldisturbed at the recent editions of Advertising Manager· .... , .... , ...... T. Michae~ Robertson
Firstly•. 1 am sorry that I was recognized institution of:. higher
The· ,Comment which featured on
Photography Editor .• , ...•............. ~ .. Jqni Dahlene'
unable to cleterinin~ how to a.ddress education; and also.amemberofthe
the,{ront page an official
Graphic Arts Editor ........~ ...... :., .... ~ .. ~' GreS.Pansak·
you (Mr., Ms.,
Mr$~). In
same Massachusetts State College
communication from the SGA to
Business Manager ........•'."
Gerry.LaCroix
desperate' attempt to contact you System that includes· Bridgewater .Dr. Adrian Rondileau as well as to
Distribution·Manager .......... ~ ........ James·A~ Calnan
and personally respond to your State College. In regards to the
the membership of the Massachusetts
Office Manager ...................... Sus~n J. Laflamme
State Legislature. Publishing such a
, letter I discovered that your name statement "'... due to personal
Was not listed in the rosters at the money situations ... ~ I was oTlly.
letter on the front page whUe, at the
Contributing Editors .................... Rober-fA.· Cote
Office 'of Student-Life, The' Division trying to further. -illustrate the sam~ time reiegating the jnner pages
· .... -. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. Jean .M. St. Andre
of Continuing .Education~ or in situation of the lack ·of money that
both an opposing point of view as
· .....•........••............................. Vicki: Smialek
individual departments.' Since your . many students wjU .admitfo
well as ·the news article which
· .• '" ~ .................. ~ ........... :... Joan E,'Thibeault
letter was typewritten, I···· am experiencing. I would· also ·Iike· to
detailed how the SGA letters came
sure you spelled your name quote myself from my article "The
to be, is an outrage. Not only does it
Art Staff: Charlie Billard.
correctJy~ so 1 am not mistaken in theme of the Massachusetts State
constitute a serious breach of
Photo Staff: Kimberly Jensen.
..
,
sayil'lgthatyou,are·not'a member of 'College System.is low cost, higher . professional jour.naiisti~ ethics,· but
W
riling
Staff:
GIl
Bliss,
KimClegho~n,
Pat
Duddy,
Peggy
Faria,
BSC's faculty, administration, or education" and I am not, nor will I
it also evidences an unacceptable
Joanne
Herr,
Candice
Killion,
Joe
McDonald,
Elaine
Martin,
day 9r·night stiJdents(at least under ever be; ashamed to say that B.S.C.
deaf ee 0 fbi as by gi v i n 9
Doug Mildram, Audrey Oliv~jra{Doug Schorr.
the name your letter h!d me. to has allowed me. and 4,000 other
unwarranted prominence to only
believe).··
students this year to take advantage
one point of View. ..
Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brenrian~Sue
Seco.nd, I would like to commend of that excellent opportunity.
This approach tojoumalism runs
Brennan, Colleen Desmond,KathyGoudie, Tom Leen, ,Joe·
you· on your healthy support of the . The State of Massachusetts is
directly contrary to both tl1e
McDonald. .
. ..
.
Massachusetts State College constantly engaged in uniquely
academic id~a1s of open~minded.
Distribution
Staff:
Joe
Downey,
Tow~
~eeJl~~':
System. 1f everyone within and intense struggles between private
non-prejudiced discussion and
outside of this institution' had the and public higher education
ethical, accurate reporting of news.
THE·· COMMENfb··O scudent sUpported 'arid' bik~atE#i·'we.~kly.n~~p~Per
same attitude we would certainly be because of the many world-famous
In a free soci~ty, the press best acts
serving the 'academiS community ''of Bridg~t~r$tate:<;,,11eik:'~<;itt~ri91wiley is
the strong iJ)5titution that we institutions. that just· happen to be
as the! watchdog of government, not
determined by the Editor·in.Chie! in consultation"·with'the' Editorial Board.
deserved to ~, I am terribly sorry located· here. In view of this
as its mouthpiece. Thatis why in this
Republication oj all material printed herein IS forbidden· iu!t~'fl,t'lrh~,expressed
that my statement about my probl~m, the. Mass. State_ College
country the news goes on the front
written permission of the Edit~r.in-:-ChieJ. Letters to the.Ea;t~rare encouraged
education offended' you and/or System BoardofTrustee~ and the
page and the opinions don't. Your
but are Umitedto 250 words or Jess. Letters, classifiaq atl)ertiS~ments qnd all
anyone else, but r guarantee you Student Advisory Commission (of
current practice serves not only to
other written material is subject t-o condensation. Aduertising rates areauailable
that. I in no .way whatsoever which I am Secretary) to that Board,
bias what your readers see, but also
iJpon .reque$t. All correspondeneeshould be addressed to THE ,COMMENT,
jntencled to putS.S.C. do~n. It is, have, i~i~ii>-t~ct;such pr9j~ct~c,~ ... fails to:iqi~iaily inform them of what
Jj~~~~e~,9tAte . ~q!,~, ~ri,~fI1~Rf~r,t1(i~,~,~t...~?Q or 304. .
. 'very unfortunate that one 1smalr ··Mas·s\:ichlisitt"~ ~S'tate·-"eOnege· . the faCts are behind tbe opinioijs.

· 0,
There wiII. not b
e an·Issue
The Comment next week due
t o t h e Mo. n day hoI ida y
(WashIng
· t on 's Btr.
· thday.
) The
Co~get!::th~e~:~n~~~:st~~~~ next issue will be published on
Marc hit
j
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Monday at noon: Classified
Ads, Advertisments and
Announcements.
Tuesday at noon: Articles,
·Letters and Commentaries ..

'Letters to the Editorl
Corrections

"a breach of
journalistic
ethics"

That· '.s not .the
point
or

my

The Comment
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····· .. ·cENiER·FOR·INTERNAiiONAL·EDUCATION···················.

IAnnouncement~l
WRITING CENTER
!h~ ~riti!1g C~nter in ~ax:veIl2~~ offers the student an opportunity for

m?ivlduallzed..lnstructlon !n wrltmg. Whatever the writing problem,
mm.or. or maJo~•. grammatical, mechanical, syntactical, rhetorical, or
stylistic, the WrItmg Center will do its best to help the student diagnose
the problem and develop an instructional program designed to remedy it.
The extent of a st~~ent's time commitment is flexible; participation is
voluntary. The Wntmg Center will be staffed during the following hours:
Monday, 9am to noon: Prof. Angell; noon to 3 pm, Prof. McGinnis.
Tuesday, 10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson; 12:30·3:30 pm: Prof. Angell.
Wednesday, noon to.3 pm: Profs. McGinnis and Donnelly. Thursday
. i~~l1~m to noon: Prof. Nickerson, and Friday. 9 am to noon: Prot

········)l'j\..Mffiii;iG··········································............................................
AA Meeting at the Catholic Center every Mon. night at 8:30. This is an
open meeting. The public and all interested are invited. H alcohol.is a
problem. in your life, Alcoholic Anonymous is here to h,,:lp .. For more
mformatIon, contact Fr. MacNamara at the Catholic Center,ext.555.
········H~Tii··CENTiR·················-·················

..................,......................

. I~s~rance identification cards must be picked up at the Health Center at .
TIllInghast Hail. If you haven't picked up yours, p]~e do 50 soan.
, Student members o! the Health Center are available to listen to your
comments, suggestions or problems. If you would like to discuss
anything related to the .Health Center, contact Ann Hackenson at Pope
Hall, ext. 382 'or Jim Calnan at the Comment office,. ext. 260.
········(:::OFj:EE·iiiii]si···········~·:·················

................................................

Your S:G.~. fun~ have paid fora'Coffee House with Dave Northrop, a
folk gUlta~~t. to.i;li?pear·o~·'Thursday~ February 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the
~ormal Dmmg Room at the S.U. Corne and enjoy this event. You paid for
It. Sponsored by the Carpenter Shop.

········WORK·OPpoiiTUMiY··..

············'··~=·······'-~~··

.. ~.: .................--....... .

United Parcel Service will interview students interested in working
during the week in the Brockton warehouse on the 3AM to 7AM shift on
Tuesday, February 20,1979 between 8 AM and 11:30 AM in theOffic~of
Student Life, Boyden Hall. Salary is $7.45 per hour. Sign up opposite the
Student Life Office.
.

······..iCE·FOiiiis·W·BOS·TOii··········..···············.................................

Ie:

The
Follies are in Boston and 2 great seats can be yours for .50. Buy a
raffle ticket from the Class of 79 in front of. the Bookstore through
February 22.
\

c

········siiMMER·sESSloNs·"A:i·liNIVERsm·oF·LoNOON..······
1. 5 Weeks (5 credits) June 23·July 28·-4 weeks in London and one
visiting Paris. Amsterdam and Brussels.
2. Courses in Liberal Arts··catalogues available.
3. $1,395 forair fare, tuition,room and board.
See Dr. Liberles in Tiilighast'(Music Department) for further
information.

········puosToiioTIiNE-iiiMNiNG···························_··.....................
Anyone interested in Puosto's hotline Training. call 697·8111. Training
begins on February 21.

·····..·SmiORS..io·siAiiliV·Mliiii···M£i)lA·SHO·'.,l···· ..······......
Seniors, yuo are the stars of your own multi-media slide: soowf See
yo'!rself and your fri~ndsat the Quihcy Marketplace on April 17. 1979.
EnJOY the sh~ and the party. Don't worry·-we have bus rides.
$2.~O for seruors; $3.00 for underclassmen (without bus}, $4.00 for
semors; $4.50 for underclassmen (with bus).

········sTuiiENTAFFAlRS·COMMiITiE····················..··········..........

~~.

The Student Affairs Comrniittee meeting at 4:30 today is cancelled until
further notice.

········1979··wHAif·wATcH·imps························................................

There, at least, was a place to turn
to, when my professor was busy, or
.otherwise unavailable.
Tflis s emester . my.maj9 r
.. ' .. .
. sent
malfunction is in the form of ' . . as leaderandservantto
2{9+8}-34(96-5);;. Now what do I ;proclaimtheGood~ewsofGod,
do... Where's the Math Lab? We and to heal man in the name of '
don't have one. We will have one i.s Jesus Christ.

Have you ever asked yourself that
question? If you .have, it would

A Di~ner f~r Two at Christo's for just one mere half dollar. The Class of
1979.IS raffbng a $20 gift certificate at Christo's in Brockton. Tickets are
~<Jld,:1n,h~lJt,.~«'""t~'*'llOkstore",tmtil.February, 2 3 . '

When I started writing at
Bridgewater State College, I
confronted a major obstacle··my

to continue

r~ac.iing

~~Js~~~if~;'~~ ~t:~g:k:JSWerenotuPto par. Dr
THE UZZlE BORDEN CASE

On Wednesday February 28, 1979 the History Club will sponsor alecture
on "The Lizzie Borden Case'" by Dr. Jordon Fiore, academic deari of the
division of social sciences, at 7:30p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall. A
.
rec€ption will follow in the Green Room of the Student Union.
In 1892 Lizzie Borden was charged with the hatchet murders of her
parents in their Fall River home. Dr. Fiore will discuss the murders and
the trial. which was held inNew B~dford,Mass. in 1893. Dr. Fiore will also
discuss theories concerning the mystery behind the murders.
The lecture . .• is free of. charge and is open to the entire college
community.

--..................... .,............... -....................-.......... -....-...... -.... ....... --- .. _... --_ ..-._ .... .
OUT OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP AVAllApr.E

..... -- . -- ... ---_ ..... -........ --------_ ........................................

····....SGA"iXEC...BCiARD·Fj""EC"iioNS"FORiHCOMiNfj···········
Starting to make your plans for next year? Looking for something to get
involved with? Hard as it may seem to believe, iUs rapidly approaching
time to elect the Student Government Executive Board Officers for next
. year . As a result of the recent faculty contract it is,possiblein some areas
for Student Government to have greater impact and access to
information about camp~s-wide governance than ever before. The
positions on the Executive Board are President, First Vice·President,
Second Vice-President, Secrefary, and Assistant Treasurer . Nomination
papers for these offices will be available a,s of 9:00. a.m. on Wednesday
February 7. 1979 in the SGA offices on the secondfIoor of the Student
Union. Nominations papers. will be due by 5:00 p.m. on February 28,
1979. A primary will be held on March 2, if necessary, and the final
election will be held on .Wednesday, March 7. For nomination papers or
\ ID,9.N..i.nf.9.pnation on these positions contact the SG.A office.
...... -....-- .....-.... -.............. .... " .... "'..... -... .............. .. ''' .....-.........................-..... -................................-.. .......-,...... ......... -,. ........... -.......-, ..--
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OASIS

········EAiiTii·scliNCE·AiiD~GEOGRAPHY····-····~···-············

...........

Mark GallagheJ\ from the U.S. Army.Corps of Engineers in Waltham is
coming. to speak on jobopportunifies wothin the Earth Science a'nd
Geography field. The lecture is at 11 am in S-304. See you there.
·······-~·····.····'························7·

..·········,····..·····

The BS~ E9uestrian Club is tookingfor new memberS. If interested, look
on bulletm board # 11. on the ground floor of the SU for meeting notices
.or see Ann in ~ope Hall Hm. 223.
.
•
········iiJToRiNG·····~

. . , rOT

more inio1:mation on ')1;,
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If you need help math of any 0 oston.;~orifyd'J'W()tiIdlik~tC;
Writing Lab, and see if my problems
could be overcome. On'ce at the form, please get in touch with me. participate in the Awareness
Lab, Dr. Angell expertly recognized Let me know approximately in what Days for College Students at St.
my problems and directed me to a aspect you are deficient. Your John's Seminary in Boston on
program that would alleviate them. concern will 00 appreciated and will Thursday and Friday March
When I. first bowed down before help to shorten the time our college 22nd and 23rd, contact Father
:Paul Walsh or Father Ch~les
El Espanol a la Vivo, I quickly will be without a Math Lab.
Jody Waselewsky Bourke. at the Vocatlo~
surrendered to the confusion, that J
Student Representative Info~mahon <?ent-er, St.. John s
must admit, is still .completely
All College Committee Seminary, B~Jghton, Ma. 02135
untangled today. Instantly I beat a
or call 254-2610
path for the foreign language lab.

in
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.Pizza Hut Announces: ,

Co.lleg.··.eNight .~ ,
I

~

-~

Above average Age Students meet Tu~sday. February 27 ~t 11 am inSU
Conference Room 4.. ...'
.

........EQViSTiiiAN·ciuB..

.

~--

Applications are now available for the Steven G ....dskoff Memorial
Scholarship, This 'award is in the amount of $500.00 and is given to a
deserving out~of.state student. Applications may be procured in the SGA
Office on .the second floor of the Student Union~ .They are. due in by
Friday March 9th. and the selection will be announced on Honors Day.

~

TODAY'S PRIEST

Where's the Math Lab?
f~~~~r~ou

-.........<-..................................... -.. --... --~"'-- .. --~-- ~ --- .. -.. - ... "' ............................................................... - ........ -.............................................. ..

Are you a student at BSC who
has no complaints or problems life
at SSC is running smoothr; for
you?-· You get the classes !JOU want
a~ .registration, are really pleased
WIth your major department and
rel~ted profs, enjoy meals, have no
resIdent (or commuter) gripes and
even have a few job prospects iined
up for graduation? WeI! if you are
C?n~atulatiol'1sT .you ~rein th~
mmonty, but there is no reason the
rest of us can't do something about .
this condition~
On Tuesday~ March 6. 1919 at
11:00, the Student Government
Association is sponsoring an "'open"
forum in the demonstration room
for students only. This is the chance
for those who have any complaints
~uestions or advice, to becom~
Involved.
.

The whale watch trips ar.e now open to all Bridgewater State College
faculty, studex;ts, and staff. There are three trips this year. May 10,22:
and 29. All trips dep~rt Provincetown at 10:30 a.m. Cost per person··
$6.00. ~ would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the
confuSion of )~st year .. ~dditional information is posted outside Room
114 ?f the .Sclence Bu~dtn~ or can be obtained by caIIing me or Mrs.
DeVmcentts. Last year s trIPS were very successful, with good sightings
of both finbacks. and humpbacks. I hqpe this year's trips are even more
so. Y'hen you sign up please indicate whether you can take riders to
Provmcetown and please give a phone number where you can be
contacted.

........DiNNER.FOii.TWO..AT.CHiiisTi5~"S-...................'.........,...........

are encouraged to' explore career programs offered by the Marine Corps.'

SGA to
Sponsor
Open Forum

On Thursday, March 1. 1979, there will be a Center for International
Education Progr~~ m~eting. Present will be Dr. Freyermuth of C.I.E .•
Dr. Robert Mogtlmckl and Professor Arthur F. Baker to discuss
opportunities for overseas studies and student teaching during academic
1979·80. This meeting will take place in rooms 205·7 of the Student
Union, Bridgewater, at 10 am ..

..··································.............:...:.,...................~.........

The PROGRESS/OUTREACH Tutorial Service is looking for qualified
tutors to work., within the tutorial program. Any students 'who are
interested in e"rrning extra mon~y by tutoring fellow college students
should contact Mrs. Dade AuCoil1 ate~tension370 or stop by in her
office in the Admissio~~:a!v;lJnfgltn.aJiQn.: C~rite:r,~ jn:Tillinghasf. .HaUJ
Tutors are needed in all subject areas.

Starting F ebruary21,everyWednesdayqetween 6 and
10 p.m., yo·u will be able toenjo~~everything at Pizza Hut
in Bridgewater Jor, 1/2 PRICEl That's 50% off, with Q
college LD. (Must be 18 with driver's license to purchase
alcoholic beuerag~s.)

,
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Letters to the Editor:

Students Respond to Articles, Policies
Professor john Heller at the Art openness is symptomatic of the
Department also met with us on two decision making process here at
occasions to provide us with the Bridgewater State College and is in
large part reponsible for much of the
benefit of his expertise.
Approximately 20 artists were rampant apathy which pervades this
contacted and asked to present campus society.
With Watergate and Viet Nam.so
slides or models of their work for
our consideration also. In addition dose behind us, it is difficult to
to this, we visited the Boston Visual comprehend how people in
Artists Union and reviewed slides of positions of leadership and trust still
outdoor sculpture and sought the ding to the behind-closed·door
mentality, That is the real problem-advice of these professionals.
Throughout the entire semester, not money or aesthetic values, but
many persons were asked to rather trust and the integrity of our
comment on the model and
generally on the value of having
such a sc~pture. Almost all
responses were very positive. The
Program Committee, composed of
24 students, was also consulted to
by Suzuki
obtain more feedback. In summary,
If
I
learned
one
thing
this
week. I
we have found an opportunity to
[Mr. DuPont: 1 uppreciate your
provide a quality piece of art that will learned that one should never,
::omments, however, I'd like to
be of enduring value to the entire never try to predict what the
respond to some of your comments.
College community and at a very legislature is going to do. I never
Firstly} open letters from SGA
reasonable price. We also believe wouid have guessed that they would
Presidents have traditionally been
that having this sculpture done by a be swayed by hordes of
olaced on .the front· page of The
Bridgewater State· College student studentprotesters. I thought that
Comment. This is not evidence of is much to the credit of an.of us. I ask only happened in the 60's with
editorial approuaJ of the letter, but . you now to support this project issues like equal rights and the war. I
simply of respect for the President
which was carefully researched and never thought it could possibly work
and of the importance of the issue
developed openly since last in the late 70's with an issue like a 19
year old's right to go out and get
discussed. Secondly. the"opposing
September.
Sincerely, shattered on a Friday night. But it
point of view" which you have noted·
Judith Noonan looks like it's going to. Don't get me
was in response to a previous
wrong, I don't really care either way
Comment article. Such responses
(I'm 22).
.
fall under our Commentary feature
started
to
write this 1
When
I
first
and, as such, are located on the
was expecting a 21 year old drinking
inner pages. As for the ""news
law .by September. (Taking into
article, .. you"ve mentioned, it was,l
account the unpredictability of the
believe, part of a weekly- "SGA . .
legislature it could happen anyway.)
News" column. To print such a
['wondered, what would happen to
column on the front page would Dear Sirs,
the Rathskellar: I tried asking a few
This letter has been written due to
certainly be unprofessional. 1 hope
that these comments explain; at what we believe to be a grave people and nooneseemeo1OkncW'
least in part; the placement of these v.iol,ation of trust by the S.U. Board (considering the fact that this is
letters,," articles and Commentaries. of Governors. Several articles as B.S.C. I wasn't surprised or
well as a number of unsolicited discouraged). So I took it upon
[t is not our intention to push. any
my~elf to take a poll. I went a,,"ound
particular opinions·-we are trying to commentaries have appeared in the
·C1lmrt\ent:,r~ng~,.jm~.*,,~~,askl~ eople ~ha~!~ey ,felt~p()ul~,
i. :. get,g$ tnu,hjniQrmatiqnas JlO$.$ibl~
construction of the sculpture which ~ao
,.. ,m:attnthe,e~entofa
to the students: If you have further
21 yr. old dnnkIng law. ThIS IS what!
comments on this or other topics, 1 is to be mounted in front of the
gOAt.
shall be glad to· read them or to Student Uniori. However, it is our
certain S.G.A. president
discuss them with you personally.·- feeling that not one of these articles
.,directly addresses itself to the crux suggested that it either be made a
Ed.]
of tht:pr6blem.
bowling alley (as the original plans
To
be
blunt,
we
do
not
feel
that
it
for
the S.U. call for) or gay juice
"Sculpt~re
is a matter of money .. Whether or baT: The bowlers on campus may
not public money is appropriated for 'appreciate the bowling alley but. J
art will forever ~ a cQntroversy. suspectthey might beoutnumber'ed
Likewise, whether. or not the by the gays. If it ever comes down to
Studej)t Body wiiI appreciate, a choice I hope the bowlers win
approve; and respect public come out of the closet and be
Dear Editor:
As chairperspn of the Aesthetics displays···· of art is similarly a counted.
An editor~in·chief (of a well known
Subcommittee of the Student Union conumdrum. Hence, we do not feel"
r~lerant
or
'fruitful
college
newspaper suggested an Ice
those
are
.
BOard of Governors, I feel that it is
Cream parlor. Sounds rather dull to
necessary to respond regarding a questions to pursue.
On Wednesc;ta~]. Feb. 6, 1979, a me. It also %!light lead to fat ~ditors.
letter appearing in the February'
Someone else suggested a house
1, 1979, issue of the Comment meeting w~s heldt~thS.U. Director
entitled "'Give Me A Nod For Yes.!' Richard Vena. In that meeting, the of ill repute. The legal problems
My subcommittee, which 'includes concern was vOited to him that alone would be .iM1,lrm.ountmble
students, faculty, and staff, has the there was a grO\.Vh1g feeling that the (maybe if we gave out free passes to
responsibility of researching process by which the SUAesthetics certain people... ) It could however
possible changes in appearance of Committee. approached selecting raise fantastic amounts of money for
the S.U.
_
the Student Union and its grounds. . the project and artist ~as a dosed
A for mer e d ito r.; in- chi e f
Any suggestions we make are process and .that itfailedlo form·aHy
presented to the full Student Union seek th~ impt.,lt·Qfthe Student Body. suggested a {straight· juice bar (or at
Board of Governorafor We feel that lack of candor. and least! assume she meant straight}.
cOt\$ideration.
Before· the Board of. Bovernors
Before. the Board of Governors
dedided· to adopt the piece of
sculpture in question, many months
of .preparation and discussion had
passed. Throughout the first
semester of this year, the Aesthetics
Committee and· Board of
Governors discusSed the selection
tchup
process several times. At the
fast with
College C.ommunity· Relations
Cliffs
Councel meeting in October, Dr.
Keypote
Available In
Richard Veno, the Director-of the
Reviews over 24 subject areas.
Unique programmed format
Student Union, explaIned our hopes
pinpoints your weak areas, ..
fornnding an appropriate sculpture
leads you right to the facts
in, the near future. He also informed
without wasting lime Includes sefftests and a Dlctionary·lndex of Terms,
the committee that a model of the
proposed sculpt"ure wasavailabl~
K~teh·p. UPrheY're keyed to
and anyone interested was welcome
WI
" major texts. and include
. to make (:ommentsand suggestit,ms
Cliffs suggested objective
at any time. The College
and essay' questions.
COUI'Se Great
for pre·exam review.
Community Relations Council is the
Outlines
main body on campus Jor
communication on such matters. In
addition to faculty and staff, many·
-students are members-·including
'~he editor of the Comment,
~OLLEGE STORES ASSOCIATED
President:of the Student
'J1 River St.
Government ~~~iatjon, the four
Waltham, MAOZ154
clw~;!aRd,.mlolmet,Oti$;,Qt.Oer$;. '
,',;.!.;:;., ..
'
(Contfrom p. 2)
I would like to conclude that you
are more interested in seeing people
adopt your editorially approved
opinions than you are in fulfilling
your moral obligation as ajournalist-:
namely that the people are supplied
sufficient information to judge an
issue for themselves. Given the
facts first, people will form opinions
on their own. Touting opinions as .
facts before theY have stood the test
of public scrutiny is dangerously
egocentric and intolerably
pompous. It is my suggestion that
this practice stop.
James B. DuPont

campus officials.
We do not impute malfeiance to
any of the individuals who were
involved in the selection process.
Rather, we are deeply disappointed
that those individuals we have
placed our trust in have failed to
reciprocate by trusting us. We
likewise consider it an affront to the
entire SSC Art Dept. both the
faculty and the students, that they
were not looked to as the primary
source of that art which will become
·a prominant part of the indentity of

sse. It may well be that if this art is .
known to have been produced by a
member of the Student Body who,
through an open competition, won
the honor of creating something
which will become synonomous
with the name BSC, it will be both
repected and revered. However,
unless the decision of the SU Board
of Governors in reseinded that art
will become only one symbol of the
arrogance and insulation of power.
Anthony Flebot, Class of '80
James B. DuPont, Class of '80

From Miller's to Malts

Editorial-

Response

..... a grave
violation
of
"
"

.

trust ....

One D.d. (from a cetain college
station in the Bridgewater
area) suggested a disco, I suggest
this individual be riveted to Nod
until he sees the error in his ways.
The last and most popular
suggestion was .trye Ra(_ ~.?m~n

~adio

much as it is with alcohol served
only one or two nights a week It
would be the only place around that
anyone underaged coutd go for live
entertainment. This obviously
makes too much sense to be
considered at all.

Certification
Hearing
100

(Cont. from p.l)
class requirements.
Another issue questioned the
validity of a teaching certificate for
teachers of communication
disorders on a one-te-one basis with
the afflicted. It seems the certificate
covers only classroom supervision.
This same propositiori requested
300 clock hours of teaching
rather than the required.

clock hours at BSC.
_ T~ list of propositio.!1s was
limitless and the committee seemed
quite anxious to get out of the line of
fire and to go home to dinner. But
before the meeting adjourned, one
speaker summed up the problem·
with a humorous statement of
concern, "Our student's shouldn't
be mainlined ra.ther than
l!!ainst~~~e~H throufh colI~ge~

a

.

Decision
Explained

.J ~ " ~J.'f_:.~ 'Vf;.~~.... ;:.);.':;, ~;tllH .... ~t'f},. ~.l:, :
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Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation
break. And after t~e suh goes down ..• weU, you know the
effect. that moonhght has on a celebration. We can only
I:lope It won't be a full moon.
Because from Ja~. 13 thrOL;gh Aprif 21 we're opening
Nassau and ParadIse Island t.o a wave of American college students. We have reason to believe that wave may
reaCh. tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$269 Includmg air fare and 7 nights hotel ...
So the~~ it ,is;young America. We guarantee yOu the' best
.of danctn~on the beach, water spc:>rts an~a roaring party.
Beyond ~hat, you're invited to Improvise:'And since your
t~lent for good ti",ingis legendary, we've made preparations f~r you. We're going to be ready. '
With open arms.
.

I--------~------,
I
.
501 Madison Avenue
I
I I--~
~~211~~:4~6510022
I
I &a- 1
'toll free (800) 223-0694
I

F I\lG
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I
I
I
I
I
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COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

$269

I
I
I
I
I

$319

Odan. 'l3-Jan.2D
0 Jan. 2D-Jan. 27
o Jan. 27-Feb. 3
0 Mar.3-Mar. 10
0 Mar.10-Mar. 17

0
0
0
0
0

Mar. 11-Mar. 24
Mar. 24·Mar. 31
Mar. 31 .. Apr. 7
Apr. 7-Apr. 14
Apr. 14-Apr. 21

.1 0 Alright! Sounds goodf "ve checked the week I I
want to party and enclosed my $50. deposit.
I .0 Sounds good but I'd like to hear more. Send me ·1
I

your brochure.

I

.

I

I~~

I
J
I

Address
City ' - - - - - - - .._,-State _ _
. _.. ~ip~,--__
Telephone --~,--~-,-~
. . ..
."
.

I
"

I

~---------~--~--~
NASSAU&PARADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS··COLLEGE WEEK.,
'.
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C la ss if ie d s
for sale
1974 Honda CB 200. Crash bars, luggage rack,
red and black. $450.00 or best offer. Will
deliver. Call 697·8321, ext. 375. Ask for Jean in
404 after 2 p.m.
Mrack for car with two speakers. $10. Call
697-8128.

hous ing

To my sister? Guess who's coming to the "City
of Sin" this weekend? Oh no not another one!
16 guys huh? 15 for~, 1 for you. Ride in backs
of trucks lately? How's Nurse Ruth? Throw
any peanuts recently? Break bottles, glasses
much? Guess who, Love, me.

To Ground floor Scott, Steve still can't read
clocks, Emmy's Party lasting til' when? Duke is
NOT toilet trained, he learned from Miz·
remember ? Hilse how much did you and Steve
eat? Paula's still watching out for ya Stevie·
good gir\.
J.P., It was really great getting to know you and
I hope we never loose this friendship no matter
what happens. Take care of yourself and stay
out of trouble. Don't forget I still would like you
to talk to me. CoUeen
To my one and only TEDDYBEAR, Just
wanted to say , Love You and hope you
have a wonderful day. 1am looking forward to
a time when you don't have to work and we
can spend some time together. Yours always

C.D.·Tha nks for understan ding how I feel and
1 understan d how you f~L I hope everything
works out right for both of us. Sorry to say Orn?
is going to be hurt. Friends forever C.D.

To Oscar's Stud Service·H urry with my order!
My mailbox has been empty for weeks. All 1
can do is dream of H.D.'s bearing gifts (letters).
Hoping for a little SA soon. (Only kidding).
Please fill my order with T.L.C. Patiently
Waiting (mel
To my Biology Baby·"Oo·1 LOVE Biology!!"
Watch out·just make 1 move andyou're gonna
see a made woman. Love, "Karen"

Colleen, John, M.B., Lynn. Matt, Ann, Debby,
Ellie, and Gerry: You can come for spaghetti at
my place anytime. It always tastes good"
expeciaIly with such good friends to share it
with. Next tiTI1€ we should give more notice
thought. P.S. you aU make such great subjects.
1-4·3 Kathy
To man who -craves· a new car, I knO\lJ that
you're craving a new car but don't let your
other cravings go unnoticed (or not takedn
care of) I know what 1crave, and I hope it gets
fulfilled soon. Your arm rest

Hey Babe·l've got Friday Night Fever. Let's go
to Anthony's again and dance the night away. J
love the way you disco. Love you, Your
Dancing Queen

N

,

Quiet roommate wanted for luxury apartment .
$155 includes everything; utilities. parking, air
conditioning, pool, sauna. tennis, etc. One
year lease (Waterfor d Village, near BSC).I'm a
grad student and I work full·time. Please
respond soon. Call Rich: Days: 697·2811, x 140
(Fall River), Nights: 322·9196 (Malden).

want ed
Need Cash? I buy old American Flyer trains.
Working or not, one piece or many, please call
8664692. Say you saw this ad.
Students, earn $100 per week and up Part
Time Demonstr ating and distributin g Natural:
food suppleme nts, skin care and personal care
products. Free weekly training program at
your place of residence or our E.B. office
dependi ng on your availabil ity for
transporta tion. For information, call378·7808
Monday·W ednesday, 2-6 p.m.

ride/ rider s

and forever. PRlNCESS
Nulu, Vickie, Kathie . thanks for hiding me
from RA I know I put you in danger and would
like to apoligize for that. I really miss Vick's
legs. Cnme up and visit sometime. Smoke
To Mark C: Thanx for being such a good friend
in my time fo needl I think I'm ready for agood
relationship now!! Ya know, you should be a
disco champ. Happy late Valentine's dayl Love
Kim
To bill in the Rat Kitchen: It was great talking to
you last Sst. Nite. The fries were great, even
better than McDonalds. Hope there are pizza
and onion rings next time you work. Good
luck in B-Ball. Thanks again. Guess Who
"KinkyN..l wrestle much better than I hustle.
$is no problem when the one trying to hustle
you wants to hear your beautiful voice. If I
wrestled asas good as your boky looks I'd be
national champ ... Now for one more turn of the
screw. ·STUD" not Disco Mikey

Party time! Want a ride to Florida? We have
plenty of room for up to 3 people in a van.
Leaving March 9 or 10 for Fort Lauderdal e.
One way to or from Florida: $49.00 per person.
Round trip: $80.00. (Probable return dates:
March 23 or 24.) Call "Steve Foley at 947·8722
or 586·9655.

To Bob: this is this if> the personal you CAN
read (Don't read any of the others!) See you
around (anywhere except the Elbow Room)
From the girLthat everyone thinks is after you,
That isn't, But wishes she could be.

lost & foun d

PhU·if you are well and in school please send
me a personal saying so. I haven't seen you in a
while and have been worried. Love, Jean

l..oS£i

1 green

i"lan!iier . 'n

. . . .

Attacker, you drive me nuts! Thanks for
Satuday night, Wish I could have stayed. I have
a feeling that I would have been in too deep if I
did. And 1 can't swim. What's a matter? DO

Stace, '"Happy Valentines Day· Love your
Moon Partner
To the Long TaU Glasses, Are you guys UP for
the game? Stretch, 1 didn't say that. Good
Luck. Your Faithful Cheerleaders. P.S. Do
you guys score at anything? Happy Valentine's
Day!

on Valentine 's Day(Who 'd believe it?). Hang in
there and don't blow it! We've got something
special. You're the best. Love ya, Poing.
Allen, will you be my valentine? You know I'm
all yours. Even though this comes out on
Thursday , I know we had a good time
Wednesda y. You are the most handsome and
sweetest man I'd ever want to know. All my

To the girls in Room 18 at Wood: Thanks for
making Saturday night more enjoyable. Happy
Valentine's Day. From: Two wild and crazy
guys.

love, Betty.
To the squirrel:T hankyouf or being so good to
me. The past year and a half have been the
happiest of my life. Hope there are many more
years to come. Happy Valentine 's Day. Love,

Hope you had a HAPPY VAlENTlNE'S DAY
Mike Rutherford.
Laurie Horwitz Thanks for being the sweetest,
but most perverted little sister! Happy
Valentine's Day. Sneakers
Cic~ Happy Valentine's Day

the Nut.

Rick: Your NB gets a big gooey 4. Definitely
not the gong. Love, F~rrah and Uttle OK

Jean·Hap py Valentine!s Day! You're cute!
Love David.

MICHAEL·you missed some of those cracks
while painting, could you please do a touc h·up
job sometime . Tham!.! Water· base huh! It was
fun, thank you·the Antime conserver .

Jon, Friday nite was real ... Thanx for letting
me know you know I care. Happy St.
Valentine 's Day. Affectionately sincere(allas)
Deliah.

Karen, All I need is towels, pillows, tape,
markers, cigs, an iron, your t.v. That's aU.
Thanks for everything. By the way I need to
borrow...Roomie.

Gary Happy Valentine's Day. This is our
fourth one together, and they11 be many more
to corne. Here's to finding a house very
soonlAU my loVe, Jean. P.S. Only four more
months.

Bob A·did you know staring was RUDE·Ho w
are the boys in Alpha Ha Ha. LA & T.J.

~

t him.
G;Q;,M:.,J .:,
,
VoulI just,wantecho~' .
And as far as I'm concerned you really. are a .
Nice Guy!!! Do you play any Barbara
Streisand? ? L.S.

Happy Valentine 's Day to that very special girl
in Stoughton . 0 X and Bang. Love Lou alia.;;
T.J.

E.E.E.- Congratul ations! It couldn't have
happened to a nicer person. Hang in there, this
is your last semester. Love, B. B., Mags, Cindy,
Sue, and Thunder, too!

way home, Nugent, North Adams, wild
parties, sneezing in the back, cold mornings,
lots of suitcases, locked dorm doors, extra
passenger s, leave me waiting for an answer,
Let's boogie soon(the sooner the better).
Happy Valentine 's Day. ,Your chauffeur.

Anne, let's go chase the "truck" again
sometime , but let's catch it this time. We'll get
him. Don't worry I love it! Guess who?? You
know "Fav".
To the Alpha Sister. We love pieging because
you make it so lovely. Can't wait till H.W. We
know it'll be a hell of a time. Signed, "The
Scumbags "

pers onal s

To the Entertainm ent Chairpers on. Thank
you! The salad was great, and 1· think you
dance really well. You're a really nice guy and I
enjoy seeing you smile. You say at first you are
shy with members. of the opposite sex? I tend
to disagr~e. The girl in Green:

To the girl from Oklahoma . There's only a few

more months until you go home. Please try
and be happy with those who love you. We're
going to rniss y'all. We began as strangers, now
it's as if we're one person. Keep smiling. Love,
R.D.H.M. T.P.M.

Jean
To the 3rd,tIoor w.core, who's loud in the.cafs.
not us!! Sure! T.V. in the Rat, don't be
ridiculous! I think we're all getting used to each
other coming· in loaded Who's turn next?
Shrimp? Wen(M Barbara? Su~? Donna?
To Carol the Rolling Stones biggest fan, Hope Weed? Jane? Janet? JoAnne? Karen? (Maybe
you enjoyed your B· Day party. Beth) iNane huh?!?!
Congratul ations o.n your 21st. Love, A. Neil
Alpha Sorority P1edges~ Start preparing for
Diarnond Fan.
our Toga Party on Tues, Feb 20. We want
wine, Men and Song! Yau guys are doing an
excellent job so far, keep up the good work.
Deacon, you're a r.eal hunk! .Wheneve r you
.
walk into. a room I can't keep my eyes off of SNEAKERS
_____-,;..;.....;,_ __
you! and wttat a, go~. (lOVou let anyone •...;......;..-___ ______
about a "BigHams ter"
dreCUTl$
who.
guy
,?the
T
meet.
we
hope
I
ya!
See
50!
hope
I
score?!
Serves yourightl Now you
him,
kill
to
trying
someday!
see how I feel. Let's caU a truce. Sincerely,
. . ? .
.t~"j~.W@'t,~ adr~~l\I
K.-Hey, are we still buddies or what. You "Fluffy" P.~$,,~~t
.,' .:. ".:.~~'; '!i,.'::", .. ':- ••:",.,(.;, .,'-",;-.;"!..•':. '." ... -.; ..... 'J'>....., ...;:.; i'::." . ... :/.'."
.
seeIJl mad at.rne.·M

To the girls in 369: Let's sing some more songs
after the Rat and wake up the whole dorm. We
are the girls from the third floor---Co re, etc.
Can't wait until our punch party. Do it up 369\
FFS! We're home! Let's be ob. C·Cup

Turkey, lOy~s? 20 years? I hope not. Happy
Valentine 's Day! Thanks for all the happiness
you brought me. Love Cabbage .
Happy Valentine 's Day to the sir's in the
-Airport:" Steph, Denise, Ma.ry, Trncy, Julie.
and of course, the Quiet Br()Wn·eyed Girl.
Love, Twink
Sandy: You're the most s~cial person in my
life, who has filled my heart with thougjts 01
always loving you; You and Me, Me and You.
Thats the way it will alWays be. Happy
Valentine 's Day. Love, Bobby

Nan in Rm. 112 Hill, Have a Great Valentine's
Day. From a secret admirer
Nifty ... really enjoy these late nights, Jope they
never end. You make me feel real good. Will
you be mine forever. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love ya. Still Crazy
To TAH..Happy Valentines Day to my best
buddy. 1love you. I cherish all the good times
we've had so far, and look foreward to the
tutuTe and a\1 the happy time51.'m sure it holds.

To everyone in the school and expecially my
dose friends Have a Great Valentine's Day.
Love Guess Who?
To my cutie and Valentine: P.J.D. You have
made this m\l happiest Valentine's day ever.
Would you like to ERR! If not I'll Beep Beep
you! Please do \lour bird eges for me! You have
the sexiest eyes, Seriously. Thanks.fo r the
most· wonderful tin'leS ever, Love always,
M.T.S.
Deb-Happy Belated Valentine's Day. 4 weeks
to Citadel! Margie
'\

D.M.: What's this about you yawning? Must be
lack of .oxygen·!t 's definitely NOT thE
company. Aggressive?

..
= -Classified Ad Fonn
.

. ..

~

.,'

~

Circle Heading:

Silly girl, Happy 3rd mOnth. Love ya so muchl
Yours, SDM, and "ti9$".
To the only person who can make me smile
when nothing elSe can. Thank you· fora
wonderful year and I hope there's more to
come. Happy Valentine 's Day. Beth (t.c.f!l.)

Sheila S.l'm glad your birthday was good, I had
a great time with you at the party and "NOT at
the Palace', Charles Playhouse in Boston. Not
bad for a 19th Birthday. Have a Happy
Valentines Day (I hope you did) Love Blue
Stares

~.W~••~"".~__~~~~M••fiiniitjo,mie.t~hiea~n~I/;fl~~'''!;~~_~!il

Tomy'W

D.Soott.l 'm both nervous and excited about
this· we(lkend. Don't worry I'll be good but you
better return the favor. Just remembe r, I don't
, appreciate "No Parking Anytirne" signs in ~
face. See you around the farm·Nan ce.

a

To Jeff the Grinch, Hope you found someone
to go to Boston with· you last weekend. A
Friend who cares.

Beta·Tobin: You may be goofy sometimes, but
underall that flaky exterior you're a pal! Happy
Valentine's Day! Your Fashion Trends
Associate.

P00: To my favorite honey. Here we are again

To the man in 285: I've tried to visit you lots of
times but you're never home. Please call me.l
find it hard to forget you. The girl with the
brown eyes and the smile you liked.

to

Bones: You are a LUG! -elephant itis of the
ankle! Gl'aceiu1y ou aren't. Bogie·this is just for
yo\.! - "hi!" Sweeney, you're o.k .. you STARl!!.
Happy V.D. to everyone in Room 54 at Wood.

Alex the Stud, (alias Disco Mikey) That
sounds like the name of a viking. Just thought
I'd let you know that your HORNS are
showing! Thanx so much for . lunch last Fri.
·Pizza and Beer makes me amorous. Happy
Valentines Day, vau ltalian Stallion·"'KlNKY·

To my Charlie Brown! Happy Valentines Day.
All my Iove·Brown Eyes

they predict a snO\lJstorm you can predict
company cuz now [ have an excuse. Just
wanted to say thanks and let's do it again
sometime · soon! Me

servi ces

To the wild Lebanese woman at Wood Hall. If
you know C.C. you must have quite a gift of
gab. I told you this would 90 in. Signed,
Almond Joy

To Flash and Company: Have you fingered the
problem. If so, what is next? Happy Valentine's
Day! The nightstalkers

Diane, Happy Valentines Day. Everyday is like
all my love today with you.

Phil: Wednesda y night was great. Next time

and

'D.M.: What's this about you yawning? Must be
lack of 02. It's definitely NOT the company.
Aggressive?

valen tines

Phantom, How come everyone loves your
smile? What is love? Are you in love with Mike?
Ohhhh! Meet us at land and $ea. Alfredo you
have such big lips, the better to kiss you my
dear·oh Alan, you're not Alan, oh no. Love,
Sunshine.

.:":~."G~·%Ek vJft'ffyoUioewkWi:i:See ya
..
d..
back at the room! Love ya, Jewels
takep ftpm;ther e... c:ont,act MarY Beth at no.
.
16, Woo~~d. E)(t;351, 2.3.·
Mrs. T., 1 think everything is getting back to
nonnai,y ou really don't knO\lJ how bull he
Reward: Sentimen tal value. Family ring, oval
made me fe(l\. The odds are getting better so
shape with ruby stones. Lost in faculty parking
we can win more money. 30·1It'sg(! ttingclose ,
lot (next to Kelly Gymnasiu m) in Decembe r. If
d
found PLEASE contact Sheila B. Fisher, . which we should be doing. Love Concerne
Willing
Library, Room 216,697·8 321, ext. 466 or 963·
4159.
To Gu~ Who, How can I make myself visible
when I don't know who you are. I'm pretty sure
you k.now who I am but there are people who
are concerned who you are. TeU me? Blue
Stares.
Specialty
Typing services for reasonabl e rate.
in resumes. Call 583·1858.
Worbash and, Buddha, Thanksfo r the thrill
Experien ced 'typist with editing and. Sat. night. It was enough to make me faint.
proofread ing skills will type papers for
Please lets do i~ ag,ai!l real §COn. Love Wild.
students and professors . Will negotiate prices.
To the members of the "NFL", Sorry to hear
Call Linda at.294~8117.
that membersh ip has increased steadily this
semester. 1 thought that all of you would have
Tired of 'typing with one fin~r?ll.lSe all ten,
.Uttle SA by now! Well, try to keep up
Typing-.$.85 per,p~ge: C;~l ~~t)Ce697~6188\, . given a
,the good name of the. "NFL" an,d bett.er luck
next time. Anticipated Membe
Typing SerVice-- We type anything'fro;n'ter,n;
manuscrip ts·: 'quickly,· effictEmtlY.·
papers
Dear No. 9 on the hockey team. Shouldn't
Free· pick·upa nd delivery. Keating Home
there be 6 in front oHhat 9? People have been
Typing Service, 588·9343 or 586·6889.
telling me you puck around. Well what do you
do when you're not playing hockey or
partying? Next personal will be much juicierll.
Love·you r favorite hockey fan.

v'alu~. .

To Di at the Hill: Thanks for making my Friday
nights a little .bit more enjoyable. But most of
all, thanks for being a friend. Have a good
Valentirie's Day. From: A wild and crazy fun
loving guy.

for sale

lost & found

housin g

services

wanted

personals

ride/rid ers
r

OTHER

D.S.·The chesty molester is going to get you
when you least expect.Ye ah, yeahl
\

Kristen: .' Surprize from your commute r
friends! Hope things 90 well for the future. Be
prepared for the Blizzards to come. Trivia:
Who is Oliver Wendell Holmes? Have a nice
March vacation, don't forget to have a party,
Love you always, Mary and Mary
Buzz, Ann says B.M.L. But 1say B.M.R.l think
Wayne will know. Love, Myrian

I

To H-I miss you a reallot. rm trying to become
the writer you wanted to be but I'd rather be
your girl than a famous writer.
Sexy Italian-Gr eat seeing you at the Valentine s
Dance. Too, Bad we did not have one. Did you
catch anY of. my weird adds yet. Banet Bell

.

of sse.
(ref! for alllltudent ., faculty, .taft, and administration
For iJlI othe.... ratu are $1.50 per column inch.
National ad"misin grate (outllideM as.) is $2.94 per column inch.

ClaMtfieck are

NamejPbOne:

To Mark B·my new roommate , you're terrific.
~t if you really love me, you'll have to learn to.
accept Brownie .. !Stay OVer much??? 1 love
lI'QU. JCW (219)

Addre.:
Totallllmolint omclD.ed (non·.tudent):

l

.. '

·01

.,

c
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Sunset Tours present

College Spri1
~-v-I
•

(

-.~

Resort Are~

8 Days/7 Nights

.$239.00
•

Price based 'on quad'·occupancy.
$25.00 needed to hold reservation .. Deposit is non-refundable,
non-transferrable.

*Add $20

to~week

of March 20.

, If fuel surcharge, nottoexceetl 3%.

Price includes:
*
*
*
*.
*
*
*
*

Round Trip Jet Transpor~ation via O.T.C. Chartered Flight
All Meals in Flight
8 Days and 7 Nights at the Inn on the Beach.
Pool Party--FreeBeerand Barbecue
All Taxes and Tips
'
Baggage Handling at Airport and Hotel
Transfers from Airport to Hotel and Return
Services of Resident T our Director
.
* Hotel Features Include:·Maid Service~ Color T.V., Swimming Pool, Air
Conditioned Rooms with Private Bath and Shower, Restaurant and L-ounge.
with Nightly,' Entertainment
* No, Extra o~HiddenCharges

Optional]
o
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ttgBreak
•

)

.

~

Weekly Departures From
. Boston
..

"

".',,'('

,

'".'

.

".'.

',',

Morning Departures
Afternoon Returns
March 14--ApriI24

1

i
t

,~. CALL COLLECT FOR
RESERVATIONS:
523-3875

----_... _. ..

I
I
I
'I
I
I
'I'

28
CrossMa.
Street
Boston,
02113

, 523·3875

NAME

SCHOOL' -

I

'I

ADDRESS
','

----"

,

".~,'
' '--, "

ROOMMATES __ , - -

I ·

OPTIONAL TOUR-

_

4"",,
,., ~"OURS, II

, " ,I
I

PHONE____ _

ARDENS

.

"
,- --,-

"

I '

41
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The Arts
Rock at 25
Part IV: 1964-1966

by Joe McDonald

On February 9,1964. the Beatles
made their first national television
appearance in the U.S. It was on the
Ed Sullivan Show. Three days later
they performed their first U.S.
concert date at New York's
Carnegie HalL This was the official
start of the British invasion. Within
the year. there were myriads of
Beatie imitators like the Dave Clark
Five. Freddie and the Dreamers.
Herman's Hermits and the
Monkees.
A milestone in music that has
never been duplicated occured on
April 4. 1964. On that date, the top
five piacings of Billboards 1-iot 100·
chart were occupied by the Beatles.
The songs were Can't Buy Me Love,
Twist and Shout, She LotJes You, I
Want to Hold Your Hand and
Please Please Me. Several months
later, their first movie, A Hard
Day's Night, debuted in London to
favorable reviews.
In August, The Supreme's Where
Did OUT Loue Go went to number
one and introduced the era of
Detroit music. In September, Bob
Dylan heard The Animal's House of
the Rising Sun and reportedly was
inspired to begin working with a
rock band. Around that time, Pete
Townshend smashed his first guitar
on stage and Elton John began his
musical career as a pub pianist. The
year ended on a sad note. Sam
Cooke recorded A Change is
Gonna Come which told of changes
in black politics. It was the last song
he would record for on December
10th, Cooke was murdered, by'

Bertha Lee Franklin, a motel
manageress.
Early 1%5 was once again
dominated by the British, especially
The Seatles. However in July, Bob
Dylan releases Like a Rolling Stone
and within days performed at the
Newport Folk Festival. Dylan
surprised and shocked many fans
by plugging in his black
Rickenbacker and going electric.
Truly the times were a changin'.
With artists like the Byrds, Dylan
and Simon and Garfunkel (whose
Sounds of Silence went number one
that year), the folk rock scene was
on the move.
1966 was a year of surprises with
the biggest occurring on August 29.
On this date, the Beatles appeared
at San Francisco's Candlestick
Park. It was th~ last concert date in
the band's illustrious career. On a
lighter side, Kenny Gamble and
Leon Huff started Excel Records
and what became known as the
Philadelphia sound. The success of
the Beach Boy's Good Vibrations
and Pet Sounds initiated the age of
"Mammoth productions.'" And
closing out the 'year, the first two
"super-groups" were formed. The
first, Cream, featured Eric Clapton
on guitar, Jack Bruce on bass and
Ginger Baker on drums. They set an
example for the next group of that
genre; The Jimi Hendrix
Experience.
Next time 111 look at the years
N
1967··1970, the Hnew music of the
Beatles. the California sound and
the first festivals--Monterey,

Program Committee:

Entertainment Weekly
by Stephen Gray, Chairperson of
Entertainment
This "Entertainment Weekly'" is
going to show just how much
warmth we can get out of this cold,
cold month of February. Last week
was an astounding success.
Herb Graff surprised over 530
staff, faculty and students with his
bloopers and take-offs. On Friday
night students were actually
dancing at 8:00 down at the Rat.
Jamie Kelly and his live broadcast
for WBIM was very successful. To
top things off. "'Ed Sullivan
·fascinated a crowd of over 200
students with his soft yet
entertaining message of song.
The only problem was that there
were a lot of people trying to be
"macho and squeeze in front of
everyone. Can't you people respect
others? If you can't, you really show
it. I've been sixth graders act in a
more mature manner. Clean it up on
Saturday nights, and please try and
keep your Beers OUT OF THE
BUILDING!
If you don't already know it, The
Energetics will be in the Ballroom
tonight. Do Not, I repeat, Do Not
miss them if you can.
On Feb. 20, Tues., John Martime
will dazzle the Rat crowd with a soft
touch of music. Feb. 21, Jose Greco
is in the Auditorium. Feb. 23 there
will be a band in the Rat and Sat.
night a 'VJestern Night disco. All of
this is topped off by a Coffeehouse
in the Formal Dining Room on
Wednesday, February 28 with
Elaine Silver. This beautiful woman
has a marvelous voice and a great
personality (see picture).
This ends the whole month of
February, so be there and warm up
,with all this entertainment.
P.S. Watch out for the Baseball
. Team's March 1st disco in the
N

N

by Darth, B. Virtue.

Amateur Hour, new music, feature Ips, news, and more· Hey, have
you caught the Stones video in the foyer? Good stuff, huh?

P.P.S. Thanks B.S.C.ers, you've
been great!

.

Perils of
Pauline

Chapter 5:
After Dr. Bashan took the disc
from Pauline, she escaped to the
jungle. She found an aviatior friend

*****

So far, WSIM has sponsored two Amateur Hours. Last· night, Lou
D'Endrade was invited up to the studio and on Feb. 8, Mike Connolly
took his shot. You, too, can be an amateur D.J. at BIM and it's very
simple: a short biography of yourself, a convincing reason why you want
to do it, and a brett idea of your favorite music. Then just drop it off at the
Information Booth or mail it directly to WBIM, c/o the Student UniOl'J,
BSe, Bridgewater, MA 02324. Do it now! The sooner !,.Iou get yours in,
the mail, the better chance you have of being invited.· Jamie Kelly
announces the week's winner on Tuesday nights at 7:30.

*****

This Saturday; the WBIM Classic Album will be Who's Next by The

Who. Tune in Leo Wiltshire at 9 0'dock and the feature classic at 10. On
next Wednesday, the new release featured on New Release is not iecdfy
new, but it has been released. Chick Corea's January release called
Secret Agent has taken off in colleges all over America and we feel he
deserves some recognition. A tune called theGolden Down stands to be
the most popular of the many fine cuts on this jazzy Ip.

*****

The Wick is this week's D.J. pick. Although young and
impressionable, he has been able to carve our a position of management
at BIM. Yes, Wick is the EOP Worker's best friend and as office manager
at B1M he has a shapely crew.. .I mean he has shaped his crewinto
responsible station personnel. Currently Wick is student teaching 4th
graders, so his shows on TueSday and Thursday eves from 5-7 and
graders, so his shows on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 5-7 and
Saturday mornings from 9-12 provide him with great emotional therapy
and his audi~nces wit? (fine) ~usic. He styles himself in. the mode ~f
WCAS-AM In Cambndge. WIth aT) eye on UCLA for hiS Masters in
Communication, everyone wishes The Veteran the best. (Dear Wick.
pleasrtnote that no jokes were made concerning burning the Wick at
both ends...)

*****

EachTuesday afternoon at 2 pm, Jim Farrell features new music and
artists. Be. sure to check it out and leave yourself ahead of the record
stores with info on the latest new starS.

,

*****

We were glad to see J. GeiJs come to the Garden last Saturday on the

heels of Sanctuary. Wit. were also disapPointed to hear about estimates
of damage due to.vandalism. Oh, well.

*****

Th~ News Department at WBIM deserves recognition. This hard
workmg crew produces three sports broadcasts and two local newscasts
per day, ~d one weekly campus neWscast (on Wednesday evenings at
~:30). Lesbe Scottdoesa fine job with a difficult asPect of Bridgewater .
life. Have yO? ever tried to make cow tipping incidents a feature story?
Congratulations, crew. (Of course I didn't forget Take 5 reports.)
i

Keep it tuned to·91.5

.

FM~

who had befriended a tn"be of
savages. This tribe attacked the
other tribe to rescue Pauline's
father. Prof. Hargraves. The
savages were burning the huts of the
villiage. As Pauline ran in to save
Prof. Hargraves, the burning roof of
the hut collapsed.
Chapter 6:
Barely escaping from the burning
hut, Pauline and company take off ir
her aviator friend's plane. without
the diSc~ 'Thep1ane 'naSehgine
trouble and lands not 150 feet from
Dr. Bashari's partY' of· cutthroats.
Surprising the doctor and taking the
disc back .from him, Pauline
attempts to return to the plane.
Suddenly, she is re-routed by
menacing savages and races for her
life. She is chased into the tiger's
:::ave. She turns: She sees the tiger.

H

,~~~!9c~,,~.~1pW:rit~,;; ;",,,:,,~," i""'""'B~r60m,:,;~~"~,,,r:'~5.

AIRPLAY

,

Elaine: Silver will be appearing in a Coffeehouse in the F onnal Dining
Room on Wednesday, February 28 from 7·11.

*****

OVER' AND·OU1\

**********

She screams. The tiger leaps ....
See you next week (Tuesday),
same time (11:00), same place (the
Rat). Be there. Aloha.

: Ice Follies
The Student Union Program
Committee is sponsoring a bus trip
into Boston Garden to see the Ice
Follies on Tuesday, February 20th.
Tickets are only $5.50 for the 7:30
periorm~~. ,Th~i, pric.~jn~lucif?s
bus ·ride.Step
fot
evenin~ Qf'

out

an

great entertainrri~nt' 1]1.~· ~qW: I
features S~ame Streee;~tipP.tt ....
characters With $petiM~ guest ;~~tar
Peggy Fleming. This is arieventyou'
should try not to pass up. Sign-ups
are being taken at the Info Booth.
Sign up nOw while tickets last. The
bus Will leave at. 6:00 in front of the
Student Union.

Graff Reviewed
by Joe McDonald
The ,other sequence was one of
symbol (and a tag line that read if
On February 6, the Student you can feel it, peel it!); the classic George Pal's Puppetoons, Jasper
Union Program Committee Jim Danforth·David Allen '"Kong and the 8eanstalk. This work was
presented Herb Graff and his Volkswagen" commercial; a cow· entirely· done using' animated clay
collection of Bloopers 'and relieving itself on the Red Skelton figures (much like the Gumby films
Outtakes. The show was a definate . show (in the days of live television); done by,KIoaky. during the'60's).
C'i9wd pleaser. As a film buff, I was and Harry Reasoner being surprised 599 .of, these" films rest in· Harvey·
thrined to see scenes that have been by a San Fransisco flasher.
Films' , vaults, and' because of their
rumored to exist but that very few
Also seen was Betty Boop (before "devaluation"', Harvey claims that'
, people have seen~
censorship), Mickey Mouse with they do not exist. This "lost" film
Each was introduced by Graff in a some famous celebrities, a demonic was a definate treat.
humorous manner. Bloopers ad for a movie house snack bar, and
Graff· dosed the show with a
included .the following! scenes from two segments I have waited long to brilliant piece of footage featuring
an Army training film where people see. The first was the violent,
several movie monsters cavorting to
fogot lines and where props censored scenes from the original Strangers in the Night. This work is
continued to fail; a Johnson and King Kong. These scenes included
one of the most brilliant editing jobs
Johnson baby powder commercial Kong fondling Fay Wray's privates,
that I've ever seen.l would greatly
where the actresses stripped down dropping a helpless maiden out of an
like to see Mr. Graff return to
to their .birthday suits and Empire State building window,
Bridgewater (Program Committee
proceeded to fondle each other; a chewing on native New Yorkers and take note) either with this collection
Dole bannana commercial featuring grinding the heads of natives into
or another. It is not very often that
Miss Costa-Rica, music by Pink the ground. The scenes are. still
the general public gets to see a
Floyd and th~ ultimate. phallic shocking today.
'humorous and cinematically

6ii;li;~

WCVB-TV .
.

Opportunity

WCVB-TV (Channel 5) has
opened its studio doors to the
writers of New England with Project
5, a regional competition to develop
an original 6().;minute teleplay for
1980 production ,and' telecast. The
announcement was made Thursday
announcement was made
Thursday, February 8, at a Boston
press conference' by. WCVB-TV
Executive "Vice .Pr.esi~ent ' and

I

General Manager Robert M. be awarded to runners-up_
Bennett.
'
Bruce Marson, WCVB·TV
Project 5 was launched to program manager, added, VVCVB..expiore and expand the Potentialof 1V wants to. afford the creative
local commercial television," writers of New England an
according to Bennett. The author of "opportunity. to work in television.
the winning teleplay must be a Although they are not located in the
resident o.f. New England. and win traditional television production
receive a $5,000 prize in addition to centers of New York or Hollywood,
having his script produced by ,there's no reason~.bv.JJ:leir ~rk
WCVB·TV. Two $1,{)(X) prizes will
.
(cont. .on p; 10)
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Ensemble Theatre:

and Dreaming

Laughing,
The Ensemble Theatre is proud
to announce the casting for A
Midsummer Night's Dream, which
is under the direction of Dr. Stephen
Levine on the Student Union Stage.
Acting ih this early Shakespearian
comedy .are: Dennis Dunne as
Philostrate; Mat Reily as the noble
Theseus and his wife Hippolyta
played by Cheryl Potvin. Egeus,
father 'of the fair Hermia, will be
played by Richard Camuso. The
man who is in love with Hermia,
though she does not return this
love, is Demetrius played by John
Richards. Michele Pecoraro and
Tom Sullivan will portraying Hermia
and Lysander, who are madly in love
with each other.
The problem that is presented
here is that Egeus will not allow
Hermia and Lysander to be married.
but insists that she be wed to
Demetrius. Hermia, knowing that
her life will be ruined if she should
marry Demetrius, runs away with
Lysander. Demetrius, deciding to
follow the two lovers to destroy their
plans, is .. heavily' burdened with
Helena. Helena, played by Julie
Hayes, is in love with Demetrius,
a'nd wants only to be wanted by him.
While out in the woods they
discover another element in the
play, that of fairies. The woods are
full of them! The King and Queen
of this 'fairy force are Oberon and his
wife Titania, played by Randy Doyle
and Lisa Caron. They are a cQuple
that very rarely see. eye to eye.
Oberon's second-hand person is a'
rather mischevious little person
named Puck, who makes the plot
thicker and funnier as the play
moves along. Puck will be played by
May Pio. Th~ other fairies will be
Moth, Mard Miles; Peachblossom,
Jodee. Vic~rii Mus~~rdseed, Julie·
Glauben; qI)d Cohweb,.played by
L N "'w, ~..?f': '. .. ','~: ,,; .,1..''.',.,' .'. .'/ ...

~~~)~d~re;M~nt'bl~tfil~' co;;;:~dy::~~

ar~ .thep4tyers who will'present
Shakespeare's well-used Npl ay
within.a play". The. leader of this

troupe is Quinca, portrayed by
Craig Truax. The other members
are Bottom, played by Donald
Capen; Flute, Brad Craven; Snout,
Richard Putney; Starvelin, Joe
Lachamia; and Snug being played
by Paul Healy.
A Midsummer Night's Dream will
be presented in early May.
However, there is a lot of work
needed to be done for that day. So, if
you have any interest in hammering
a few nails or have any interest in
sewiDg, please stop down to see us.
We would appreciate your help.

Children
Attention all Elementary and
Special Education Students. Do you
know what children enjoy when
they attend Children's Theatre?
What makes them laugh? What
makes. them yell? or How they are
frightened? Well the Bridgewater
State College Children's theatre
could help you .answer these
questions and give you some added
insight to how children will react and
respond in very large groups.
Children's Theatre has over the last
ten years played to at least 100,000
children and after all those years
and all those children, Dr. Warye,
the Director of the Children's
Theatre, has learned what children
enjoy most about the stage and has
incorporated that knowledge in this
year's production of The Emperor's
New Clothes. Come down and join
us from March 8-14th, with a special
public performance on Saturday
March 10 at 2:00 p.m. Ticket price is
only a dollar. And allow yourself to
enter in our world of fantasy again as
the B.S.C. Children's Theatre takes
you thrqu!=lh the fun-filled world of:
The Emperor's New Clothes.

The cast of Litle on Stage, 1. to r.: Paul Healy, Julie Hayes, Steve Corriea, Lisa Caron. Randy Doyle, Robin Silva,
Mike BeUiveau, and Donna Ramos. See them sing and dance tonight at 8, Friday night at 7, and Monday night at B
in. the Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyden HaU. Admission is free.
(PHOTO BY MIKE GARDNER)

"Live on Stage."
;'Live on Stage," a musical revue
featuring songs from all your
favorite Broadway shows; is offered
to Bridgewater State College
stu9,ents at a very reasonable price-It's FREE!
Performances are tonight at 8
p.m.,Friday at 7 p.m., and Monday
;:I.t 8 D.m. in Horace Mann
Auditorium--Boyden Hall.
Come join our cast and ·crew for
an evening of entertainment you
won't soon forget. We've got "Magic
toDo" and we'd like you to be there
to share it with us!

.,' pancing
Tonight. the curtain goes up for
the first evening performance of the
Ensemble Theatre Production

Old Comics are New Business

•

P anelolo gy IS.
Collecting .

by Joe L'I1cLionald
make it acceptable for adults. Since
Panelology is not a new science; this acceptance . became popular.
not exactly. What it is however is a the worth of these "children's
fancy term for an old hobby enjoyed booksll' and the cov(ir price of each
by kids, college students: and old ' new book has gone up substantially.
men trying to'.re·live their youth.
For example, in 1971 a complete
The hobby. 15· that· of ·.comic· book mint run of Action Comics retailed
collecting.
~t $2 354. As'of 1977, that price has
Since the inception of "'comic risen'to $19,972. Nl,lturally. the
books'" over 40 years ago, the hobby industry had taken notice to this
has grown greatly. Comics are growing popularity and has' raised
generally associated with little kids the price of new books. Since 1970,
in that they act as pacifiers. But the price of a single copy has
during the Sixties,the college crowd increased from 15¢ to 40¢ while the
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'Outside Bridgewater'
Continuing-Laserock, a new laser .concert at the Planetarium at
Boston's Museum of Science. The one· hour programs are Thursday at
7,8:15, and 9:30 pm~Fridays at 9:30 and 10:45 pm; Saturdays at 7, 8:15,
. 9:30an~ 10;45 pm; and Sundays at 7 and 8:15 pm. The previous program;
Laserium I, 'COntinues Saturdays and Sundays at 5:30 pm. Tickets for
eIther show are $3.50· and available at the Planetarium box office and
Ticketron .. For more information call 723-4586 ..
Current--Awahe and Sing! is playing at Trinity Square, 201
Washington St., Providence, R.I. until March 4. Performances are
Tuesday through Sunday at 8:00 p.m. in the Upstairs Theatre. Tickets
are $8.00 for Saturday nights, $7.00 for Friday nights, and $6.50 for other
evenings. Matinees are Wednesday, Saturday. and Sunday afternoons
at 2:00 p.m. J tickets are $5.00. Student discounts are available. For more
information, call4dl·351-4242.
February 14-March 24-Playboy of the. Western World by John
Millington Synge win be at the Lyric Stage Company, 54 Charles St.,
Beacon Hill, Boston. Performances are Wednesdays-Fridays at 8 p.m.
and Saturdays at 5and 8 p.m.Tickets are $4, $4.50, an~ $5.50, depending
on day chosen. Group, senior citizens and student discounts available.
Dinner-Theatre package with The Hampshire House (84 Beacon; St.).
For more information and reservations call 742-8703.
.
February ls.:February 1S-"Dancers, a new contemporary ballet
company, will make their Boston debut at the Loeb Dr~ma Center in
Cambridge, openin Thursday, February 15at 7:30 p.m. Performances
will also be held at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, 5:00 and 9:00 p.m. on Saturday.
and at 2:30 p.m.'
Sunday. Tickets are $6~50·$8.50; ArtsjBoston
vouches accepted; Rush Tickets sold ten minutes before curtain (based
on availability) at$4.00 each; For more information and reservations, call
the "Loeb Drama Center box office at 864·2630. 64 Brattle St.,
Cambridge, Ma. 02138; patrons who wish to charge their tickets may do
so by calling Theatre charge at 426·8181.

on

Bridgewater

February 15-feb..-uaty19-Live on Stage!, a musical review with
an original story line will be playing in the Horace Mann Auditorium in
~
Boyden Hall.. Performances are Thursday at 11:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.,
Friday at 7:00 p.rn.and Monday at 8:00 p.m. Admission. is free.
Sponsored, by B.S.C.E.T.
started drawing '1..il Abner'" and
February 21-·Mass Media, a barbershop quartet from the Tauton·
"P",;nny Animal stories. Al.thoug~ Atdeboroarea will perform at the Bridgewater Public. Libraryort
their early works were crude, It Wednesday at .1:30. p~m. This free program will be presented in the
proved to be their springboard to meeting room of the library.
.
fame.
February 21·26- The Art Advisory Committee of the Bridgewater
So kiddies, when you get home, Public Library is asking area artists to bring in up to three paintings to the
s.tart..h. unting throu.gh your attics. Bridgewater Public' Library between F ebruaw 21 and February 26.
'Or if you threw out· your old Paintings will be selected by the Art Advisory .Committee which is
Spiderman comics, start anew. comprised of local artists and profes$Ors. At least one painting per artist
RTIE. 28. ",IOGEWlTEK
{j
Although. the old, old. books are will be displayed.. On the evening of March 6, a specifl prev;ewand
no UGIIIT .IISCO
II
billlOE FLOOR
.R
worth. a good deal of money. the., reception will be held for the artists .and their friends. If. there' are any
fIli. A.' SAT. fUlIES
N new ones are at50 worth a goodl:JIt , questions
lisoe at Df.oaunt ""lo..R
regarding this show, caUthe library at 697·3331.
PROPER DRESS REOUIRE.D
amount of cas.h. F. or. e.xamPle., .if in
February 22·· The BSCMusic Department is sponsoring a concert
January of 197.6 YO.U had bought .. for Harpsichord, Flute, and Oboe in the S.U. Art Gallery at 8:15 p.m.
"Howard the Duck" number one, The music is written by Bach, Santos, anq Teleman, and played primarily
(cover. p,.r.ice 3o. ¢}.and had. ke.pt.it in. by Dr. Henry Santos. Admission is .free.
2:00 A.M.
mint condition. today it would be
February 25-·Parcdax View will. be playing in the S.u.
worth $12.00. That's an increase of Demonstration Room at 6:30 p.m. Adm~ionis $.75 with a BSC 1.0.,
Rapproximately 4,700%. in just two $1.25 for the public. Sponsored by S.U.P.C.
years. But the real reason. for
March 4~-Plaza Suite will be showing the S.U. Demonstration
coUectingtis the shfaar enjoyment Room at 6:3!l p.m. Admissiqnis $.75 with~BSC 1.0., $~.25 for: the P4bli/:.
Sponsored by S.U.P.C.
.,

N
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actual number of pages has
decreased.
in recent years, the comics have
grown up substantially in that the
above ground (as opposed to
underground) stories have dealt
with drug abuse. bondage and other
"X-Rated'" topics. The plots of the
authors have improved (for the
most part) and the artwork in the
books make each panel a miniature
art classic. M~ny "'famous'" artists
began their work in the comics. For
example, Barry Windsor-Smith
began drawing Conan ..the
Barbarian. T oda.y his original
drawings go,. for upwards of $200
each. Richard "'Gore" Corben and
Boris Vallejo began withcomic book
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1978's Top Ten Albums
excellent tunes. When The Whip out more tlian on previous albums
Comes Down. Respectable, and and they sound good. Trapped
Cars-·This Boston-based band Shattered are good songs, as well as Again. I Played the Fool. and Talk to
proves that Boston is becoming a their discorock number. Miss You,
Me are nice cuts as are all songs on
major force in rock music. This is
Forei'gner-.Double Vision··Jt the album.
Grateful Dead·-Shakedown
one of the best debut albums I have would have been hard for any band
heard, and the group can only to outdQ this band's premier album. Street-oDe-ad Heads everywhere
get better. AU of the songs on the but Foreigner managed to do it. Lou can rejoice! The Dead put out an
record are good, ex.cept for the Gramm sings good vocals and Mick album that appeases them and may
possible exceptionol the Jones writes some catchy songs_ also attract new "'Deadheads."
sophomoric My Best Friend's Girl. Hot· Blooded, Double Vision, Garcia and gang do their own funky
My favorites on the album are Good Spellbinder.. and Tramontaine (an version of the Rascals" song, Good
TImes Roll. MIXed VA Motlin In
Louin' and make" it as good as the
instrumental} are my favorites.
Stereo, and You're All ,I've Got
. original. Other nice songs· are
Blues
Brothers-·
Briefcase
F
uti
Tonight.
' ..
Of Blues-·This album' is the. best Shakedown Street and I Need A
J.Geils Band.-S~ctuarY·-This blues album that I have heard in a Miracle.
band has. alWays been one of my long time. Dan Akroyd and John
Robert Palmer--Double Funfavorites and this album is their best Belushi do justice to blues 'and turn Palmer is an underrated rock
effort in a while. Peter Wolf does out some funny meterial in the . performer who deserves more
menacing vocals onl"mA WildMan.
process. Soul Man, and Hey attention and publicity. This album
Other good cuts are the hits One Bartender are great as are of the has meny excellent songs on it such
as Best a/Both Worlds. You Gonna
Rolling StoneS·· Some Girls- songs on the album.
The Stones prove that Black and
Southside Johnny and' the Get What's Coming. and You
Blue was a fluke and corne up with a Asbury Jukes--Hiearts of· Stone- Overwhelm Me.
Bruce
Springstein--Darkness
good effort. Mick and the boys. go Southside and the Jukes have come
back to their roots··hard, dean
with their bes~ album to date with On the Edge of Town-Any album
rock'n'roll and chum out some .11iseffort. The brass section stands by the Boss has to make this list.

bv Doug Schorr
In no particular order:

Bruce knows his music as well as the
street culture that spawned him.
Adam Raised Cain, Badlands~ and
Promised Land are prime cuts Oll
this album. The Boss, is definitely

ever

Devo--Are We Not Men'! We
Are Devo--You certainly are, and
need I say more?
Next week, I'n t~ll you my picks
for the te!1 worst a,!bllms of '78_

MOIDI' lIGHT DRillS $1.25

DlSCG-IJISCO..DISCO!!
MOIlDAY lIGHT FEVER
willi DOlO and fII. DISCO UGHS
all

lone.

ContlnUOU$ music and danclllQ
night
Dance conlest
MOII<I&y - $15,00 filSt pl'lZll - $2$•• saeon4 prilB. E'IIIlOM
nicoma 10 enterI!

...

tuSHI flint SURDAI

"SPELLBOUND'"
3111 warun Al'l'UIIMII:E

A GABE GARlAHO PROOUCTlON

an

up

WCVB

40 Carats

(cont . from p. 8)
can't be as good, if not better, than
the majority of network teleplays.
We know that good drama can be
produced in Boston, and it won't be
a repeat of the usual 'formula' used
by network writers.'"
The submitted, scripts, which
must be sent.' to WCVB-Tv by
Friday, August 31, will first be read
by a lO-member screening panel of
television and drama professionals.
They will then be reviewed by a blueribbon panel which will recommend
three final selections .to WCVB·

Sunday, Feb'ruary 18
6:30 pm

Student Union Aud.

$. 75 BSC

$1~.25

Public

, IV:s, . . pt.ogr.anl.c.·.e~.~!=;utiv,e~~;,.,

~i!!': ",:; "" pf6tma1e~Y': "an'dc'fet'~st:':'of'itne~"

winning teleplay wilJ take place in

.,---

1980.
In addition to the New England
residency requirement,' scripts
submitted to WCVB-TV for Project
5 must be t'!.olQnger than one hour in
~ength; must never have been
previously· produced on television;
must' feature' no more than five
principal characters; must have a
contemporary setting that can be
produced in New England; and must
be accompanied by a one"page
synopsis of the plot and. a
description of the characters and
setting. Scripts maybe submitted by
either" amateur or professional
writers.
Send all scripts to Project 5,
WCVB·TV, 5 TV Place, Needham,
, MA, ,02192. Please include name,
address, and telephone number.

Student
Union
Copy,'

Center
Hours:

Mon.-..Thurs: 9am~-8 pm .
Friday: 9 am--6pm
Saturday: 10 arn-~2 pm
Sunday: .Closed

Prices'
1 sh~~t, I.side: 6¢
1 sheet, 2 sides:":12¢

.' Located on. the Ground
Floor of the SUo Building,
Across from the' Sub.
Shop.

·
.
_.'B.
'. irthright,
I

Pregnant?

FI.e
...e. Testing
Counseling

583..1510 428 No. Main St., Brockton

N('~rt

'time

]lOU'J'('

in Me.d(.'n, stop by and I'F.<;it flu' CUl'n'o jaln'fea in Ih111ilo.

Since 1795 we've welcomed

our gue~t~ with our best.
. .A tradibonal taste of
Cuervo Gold.
Vis,itors to C1;tervo'ha'lJe always been

greeted ina speciatway..
'
They'r~met at the gates and invited inside to experience the 'unique taste oj' Cuervo Gold.
This is the ~{)ay we've said "welco?ne"for more than 180
year.q. And it is as traditional as Cuervt? Gold itself
For this dedication to tra,d'£tion is what makes Cuervo
Gold t'r'Uly speci(JlNeat, on the rocks, with a splash ojsoda,

'in (tpe'rject S'unriseor Mqrgarita, Cuervo Gold 'will br-ing
yo'u back to a time .when quality r'ul~d the world.

'Cuervo. The Gold 'standard since 1795.
.1--.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

C~~,RV?E.~~ECIAl R; TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.IMP~RT£O

AND

80TT~EQE3X

fc)

t9?B,Hwe.L.EJN.INC .• HARIEORD, . COr;,tN. ___............,___.._------....'
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Mounta.ineering #2.

..

~ .JII!I"~. 1'~"~~Iif::·. '~Comfort is crucial. Ifyoli:

mounta.1neer in
~~~~~~ public, pick
apa.dded
bar stOOl, preferably
one that
spins .

(to facilitate admiring the
scenery).At

"

.:. ::':;'. -: -..
home, a comfortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it

ou
taineer. And this is

an ad. The· subject of
which is selecting the

proper gear for
mountaineering.
It all fits to"""vu......
so nicely,

feels good, and the pOlice

don't seem to 1Ilin.d, do it.
Then turn on the
tube· or spina tune or
crack a-good book The
choice is strictly
between you and. the

.31~,........ ;-:

U.L

<io~t.ll(;rg)j.sPll~re

ofy-our brairi. Ofcourse,

.-. -. -Ftrstand
foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful mountaineersuse a church
key. Secular mountaineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be confused by.these. antics
with semantics. Just
remember, ·the opener is
. your primary tool. Be .
true to it and it will be

some mounta1neers
say the smooth, refreshing taste of Busch
is entertalnment enough.
tharik

. :truetpyou . _. -..

-. ·:S.~P~c$oose a
l"'..LViJ!.;.:l'·IU.

l'"\ .............. '.....

do ,because
"it's an exoellent
conclusion.

·~re.theoptions

~'-"'-'.L",".L>.J irnnlense.
.German steins, hand.blown pilseners,

oldjelly jars,

that cute
little .

Boffo mug you've

had since third grade.

~11J

....

Be adventurous .
Exper:iment. Most
mountaineers have a
personaJ. preference. You'll
develop one too ..
;Food.is next. Proper
mountaineerillg, not
to mention proper nutrition, requires _a smorgasbord selection of snacks .
.Somembuntaineers
havesi..rEf'eredfrom a .
potato chip· d~fi6iency, .
a pretzel imbalance -or
other seriou.s dietaI:y defects. Plan ahead.
:.
,

T

'

•

Dotit~tr~achfor BUSCtI~ad
a beer.

Anheuser-Busch. Inc.

St. louis. Mo.

for the mountainS.

---·---=~u-.'tmt-"'~~'l'!"~"''''''1'":.'''_i''''J''''~",.V='''~-'::''-u.-!>.,,:;'y.c".,........-,¥'''''''''=~..:.<:....,,_'~!Il=,..~n"""""'"Jlm~~~.~=~c.$"\~::lo1'li',r.~t'1l<'l'll;U-:!:.·t~:$':n~'>ll~:::!';IJe"~~"=r.::t1l""'".·~~~'=Y.'t""~I~=r'.I!r.'~4=~~$O;:l'':'!.i'W,~i';'Z::';:;!!l!'-l':!.~f~';'"'''\::~t'1.''t::s::.nr:.~.::z::·~.:r.~i>~:':!::'~..::B;~~~,t~...::l:;:W'i:.::-~~~~~.\.!;~trC\~~~rrm-
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Sports
Civic Center Battle.

Hoopsters Top RWC
The stage was set at the beautiful
Providence Civic Center whre the leagus
leading Bears from Bridgewater took on the
Hoawks of Roger Williams College. The game
itself lacked much of the essentials such as
good passing, shootin etc. but· this could be
attributed to the low turnout in this mamouth
building. At times you felt as if you were in a
morgue. Bridgewater came out in the first
half, flying and from the opening tapoff which
was won by Mike Cheney the Bears mever
trailed. Terry Riley hit his first shot for a 2-D
lead and the likes of Mike Boyle (16 pts. first
half) and Bill English (12 pts. first half)
extended that to a bsc halftime advactage of
42-30
Bridgewater could have built up a much
larger margin but coach Knudson saw the
game in safe hands from the beginning and
substituted freely, The Bears say much action
from unknows such as Jim "Slim" Billings, Jim
Porrell, and Chris Parker who did an amialble
job when in there was, which was alsot of the
time.
The Bears did have a nemesis however in

the likes of sharpshooting forwardKevin
Wynn who hit nothing but twine in the first
half (15 pts) Roger Williams ujst couldn't
break the zone of BSe's of and thus were
unable to maintain a consistent offense. In
fact their whole offense was one Kevin Wynn
The two teams come out in the second half
as if they had never played the game of
basketball before. They exchanged bad
passes and poor shooting until 8 minutes had
expired. But then Riley (who fouled outh with
6:47 left to play hit 2 free throws and the Bears
were once again on their way_
Mike Cheney played a strong second half
after being almost non-existent in the first
with some strong rebounding both offensive
and defensively. Chris Parker also had a few
blocked shots and that Billing's does a good
job every time he is called on. Once again Joe
McKenney played a strang game as the Bear
quarterback with Rileyt ont the bench with
foul trouble.
The game finished off with the Bears
winning it 74-56 but they could have run up
the score f)S high as they wanted to,

(PHOTO BY JON! DAHLENE)

BSe guards have played consistently all season.

1-1 This Week

Icemen Freeze Bentley
The Pucksters went 1-1 this week
smothering Bentley College in a 10-5 victory
while falling to Salem StateCollege2-8
A face-off at center ice starting the game.
The puck ia dropped. BSC gets control. uck.
The puck is dropped. BSC gets control.
Senior. winger Jack Erickson, passes to Mike
Persia who directs the puck to Bill Blandell .

'···:·;~}~~~th~~~~~~'l~~l~~~~e~n~~~

("HOTO BV JOM DAHLENE)

THIRD QUARTER RECREATIONALSWIM
SCHEDULE
Effective: January 22, 1979
Mondays:
Tuesdays:
Wednesdays:
Thursdays:
Fridays:
Saturdays:
Sundays:

10-noon
11~noon

10-noon
11;..noon
10-noon
1-4 p.m.
1-4 p.m ..

2.. 4. 7-10 'p.m.
2-4··8-10

8.. 10
2-4 7-10. p.m.
2-4 7..9

The ·pool will· be··closed on theJoUowing dates
due to swim meets:
2/16 evening
2/17 day
2/21 evening only

2/22' evening . oniy
2/27eveniruLpnly

the puck by Goaltender, Keith Fitzpatrick.
sivi~, at~~ ~~"~l}eJ~,,, ..,' .
:~nYmaint~tQfu~t. ...... e;
easily·' maintained throughout the remainder
ofthematch.
Bentley defense simply could not weather
the .Bear tempest brewed by Blandell,
Erickson and Bruce Thompson. Freshman
Blanden making his scoring debut for the
Bears stormed for five points in the bout The
The Wilmington Mass. center flared for two

of the first period, setting the pace in this high
scoring game, while assisting on three other
goals. Thompson alike thundered -for two
assists, while Erickson scored once, setting
up his linemates thrice , totalling four points
each for the night
Jody McFayden; Bob Kirchner, EdKiberq
Mike Persia and Pet~Ly.cja also sco~e9a goc:ij
a~ice. LL1cia"pl!#,ifl9.th~\Nil:irii~~
ooint in the
U
net at 9:11 Hit. 9,
tHe
gHllie~
- -, '.' .. ~ '.e
. ".'sec:5r{8
. '.' .:: .... "'.:
.. ~('.;;t ....
-.Bentley threatened' ()l'l.iJ/9ncem tnethirg
... '!:~;,
.
.. ;C:.13~10:. However the
-atte'mp
. ·anath~ Bears packed ed
up their sixth Win of the .season beating
Bentley 10-5
.
Deacon Peratta was in the net for BSe
throughout the first two periods allowing 3
goals and stopping 12 shots on the net. The
third period was played by Vin Greeno, who .
stopped 13 of Bentley's 15 shots on him. BSe
had 25 shots on target .

